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Central question:
If the school – and the world around it – is
already changing, how do you personalize
education for boys at the same time as
building the strength and the identity of the
institution?

Discussion person next to you
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Are these priorities both possible and to what degree?

Setting the scene
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Known for:

A fuller picture:

y Academic Achievement
y Competition
y Streaming

y Competition

y Literacy focus

y Streaming

y ICT stirrings

y Discipline

y Changing staff

y Discipline

y Sports

y Sports

y Music

y Music
y Cambridge International Examinations
y Traditional Models of Learning

Curriculum Choices / Options
New technologies
Learning to Learn - metacognition
A range of teaching and learning styles
Excellence in a range of co-curricular activities
Ensuring that managing self is core

Elements of school life that could be
considered personalization
Peer and self assessment
Increased guidance and mentoring
Skills-based teaching: key competencies
Targeted streaming
Data mining: intelligent target setting

AND:

demographics
y Beginnings of
y Academic Achievement
Assessment for Learning
y Cambridge International y Changing student
Examinations
population

Personalization: where are we?
Questions for us all to consider:
y Do these elements reflect on what you see as

personalisation?
y What do you understand by ‘personalization’?

Time for discussion.
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Personalization: what have you
done?

New technologies
Questions for us all to consider:
y How much have we done to personalize the

education of our boys? and
y How much do we want to do to?
y What some implications for our schools by

personalising the education for the boys in our
schools?
Time for discussion.
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What do you think?
y What approaches would be successful in your school?
y How far would you go to duplicate the dual approach?
y What do you see as the advantages and the potential

problems?

Some discussions on this
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